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Background-—Patient-reported outcomes (PROs) objectively measure health-related quality of life and provide prognostic
information. Advances in technology now allow for rapid, patient-friendly PRO assessment and scoring, yet the adoption of PROs in
clinic has been slow. We conducted a multicenter qualitative study of diverse providers to describe the barriers and facilitators of
routine PRO use in heart failure clinics.

Methods and Results-—Sixty heart failure providers from 5 institutions participated in 8 focus groups to explore provider
perspectives on the use of heart failure-specific and generic PROs in clinical practice. A qualitative editing approach was used to
analyze the data, whereby a coding dictionary was iteratively developed and applied using the qualitative software program Altas.ti.
Three main themes, supporting and impeding PRO use, emerged: (1) data collection; (2) presentation and interpretation; and (3)
utility and value. For each construct, we identified perspectives that highlighted both barriers and facilitators. Providers identified
burden, survey fatigue, and language/health literacy barriers as potentially impeding data collection. Optimal workflow, PRO
frequency and length, use of PRO translations, and assistance of a patient’s proxy were suggested as facilitators. Focus group
discussions provided insight on how to display PROs to support its interpretability and sharing. Furthermore, the need to educate
providers on the utility and value PROs over and above current clinical approaches emerged.

Conclusions-—Overcoming the barriers and supporting facilitators of PRO adoption could potentially lead to more successful
adoption of PROs in heart failure clinics. ( J Am Heart Assoc. 2020;9:e013047. DOI: 10.1161/JAHA.119.013047.)
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P atient-centeredness is 1 of the 6 pillars of high-quality
care articulated by the Institute of Medicine’s Crossing

the Quality Chasm.1 A foundation for becoming a more patient-
centered healthcare system is to accurately and validly

capture patients’ experiences with their diseases. This has
led to an increased emphasis on the use of patient-reported
outcomes (PROs), as both end points in clinical trials and as
tools in routine clinical practice. A recent scientific statement
by the American Heart Association underscored the need to
routinely use PROs in clinical care.2 However, despite the
availability of numerous disease-specific and generic PROs,
their adoption in clinical practice has been slow.

Heart failure (HF) is a disease state for which PROs may be
particularly valuable.

First and foremost, patients care about both the quantity
and the quality of their lives.3 Given patients’ concerns with
their health status (their symptoms, function and quality of life
[QoL]), improving health status outcomes in patients with HF
is one of the main goals of care.4 This is particularly important
for HF therapies that improve symptoms, but do not prolong
survival (eg, diuretics). Second, there are valid, reliable,
sensitive, and short PRO instruments, such as the 12-item
version of the Kansas City Cardiomyopathy Questionnaire
(KCCQ-12), that quantify the impact of HF on patients’
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symptoms, function, and QoL.5 Third, beyond quantifying
patients’ health status, the KCCQ is strongly associated with
subsequent clinical outcomes, such as survival and hospital-
ization.6–8 Thus, PROs can not only provide clinicians with an
assessment of patients’ health status, but they can also
provide a continuous, updatable assessment of their clinical
risk. In this context, PROs are currently being considered by
multiple healthcare payers as performance measures and
routinely collecting PROs in clinical care can meet this metric
without causing additional documentation efforts.9

Yet, despite the apparent advantages of routine use of
PROs, their introduction into clinical care has been limited.
Qualitative research aspects of PRO implementation have
been described in oncology and palliative care,10–14 but not
for HF clinics.15 Because HF providers have different training
and treatment strategies, a better understanding of the
barriers and facilitators of PRO implementation in HF care is
needed. To address this gap in knowledge, we conducted a
multicenter qualitative study to solicit provider-perceived
barriers and facilitators towards PROs. Our objective was to
evaluate provider perspectives and experiences on the use of
PROs in HF as a foundation for developing recommendations
for implementing PROs in HF care.

Methods
We conducted focus groups that included providers at HF
programs at the University of Utah Health in Salt Lake City,
UT, Intermountain Medical Center in Murray, UT, University of
Colorado Hospital in Denver, CO, Duke University Medical
Center in Durham, NC and Saint Luke’s Mid America Heart
Institute in Kansas City, MO. Two of the sites (University of

Utah, Intermountain Medical Center) had recently imple-
mented PRO use into clinical care, and the remaining sites
were at different stages of planning for PRO use in clinical
care. Knowledge about PROs was not formally assessed as
part of the interview process. We used qualitative research
methods, which excel in their ability to capture nuanced
perspectives of participants that would otherwise be difficult
to measure.

In the design of the study we took thematic saturation into
account. As thematic saturation can be achieved in 3 to 5
focus groups, especially if the participants represent a
homogenous population (such as cardiovascular providers in
our case),16 we determined that a total number of 8 focus
groups was likely to achieve thematic saturation.

Recruitment
We solicited attending physicians, advance practice providers,
nurses, study coordinators, physician trainees and office
administrative personnel (Table 1) from 5 HF programs at
various stages of PRO implementation. While all programs had
experience with PRO use, some have used it only as part of
research protocols, while others have used PROs as part of
clinical care. The decision to include programs at different
stages of implementation was driven by the fact that
providers’ experience and perceived barriers may differ by
implementation stage. However, we did not test formal
differences in providers perspectives by implementation
stage.

We reached out to all members of the HF team asking
them to consider participation in the focus groups. Partici-
pants were required to be care providers or be engaged in the
oversight, coordination, or organization of healthcare delivery
in HF program in the ambulatory care settings. Administrative
personnel (eg, medical assistants) were included because of
their experience with PRO collection from research studies. In
addition, in all focus groups, at least 2 attending physicians
and one advance practice provider or nurse were required to
be included because these are the providers who would be

Table 1. Focus Group Participant Profile

n=60

Attending physician, n (%) 25 (41.7%)

Advanced practice provider
(nurse practitioner,
physician assistant), n (%)

12 (20.0%)

Nurse, n (%) 12 (20.0%)

Study coordinator, n (%) 6 (10.0%)

Physician trainee, n (%) 4 (6.7%)

Office administrative assistant, n (%) 1 (1.7%)

Clinical Perspective

What Is New?

• Using a multicenter qualitative study of diverse HF
providers, we described the barriers and facilitators of
routine patient-reported outcome (PRO) use in heart failure
clinics.

• Three main themes, supporting and impeding PRO use,
emerged: (1) data collection; (2) presentation and interpre-
tation; and (3) utility and value.

• Based on identified barriers we created recommendations
for PRO implementation in HF clinics.

What Are the Clinical Implications?

• Our work resulted in a set of recommendations that provide
guidance for a successful adoption of routine PRO use in HF
clinics.
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reviewing results of the PRO assessments in routine clinical
care. Participation in the focus groups was not associated
with any financial incentives. The study conduct was approved
by institutional review boards at all the institutions and
participants provided a verbal assent to participate in the
focus group.

Focus Group Discussion Guide
Drawing on the literature,17,18 and including sample outputs
from 3 PROs, the content experts created an initial draft focus
group script. Major domain selection was based on content
expert input, and the focus group guide and the respective
handout included themes and PRO illustrations deemed
important to explore. The qualitative research expert refined
the initial draft of the semi-structured guide for clarity and
fluency, and this advanced draft was further revised by expert
consensus. As a final step, the interview guide was read aloud
during a meeting of the investigators to ensure clarity and the
flow of the questions. Final modifications were done based on
this step.

At the start of the focus groups an assent document was
read aloud to the participants by the moderator. This
document explained that the focus groups were being done
to examine the use of PRO results by clinicians, before and
after training in PRO interpretation, and that the focus group
would also explore how sharing and discussing PRO scores
with patients influence their understanding of disease,
treatment goals and treatment preferences.

The discussion guide had 3 domains: (1) perception on utility
and use of PROs, (2) KCCQ value for clinical practice in HF
clinics and KCCQ results presentation, and (3) Patient-Reported
Outcome Information System (PROMIS) value for clinical use
and PROMIS results presentation. Open-ended questions from
the guide were used to lead the discussion along these 3 overall
topics. Handouts were used along the discussion that included
printout of key information about the PRO measures and
examples of different graphical ways in which PRO results could
be presented to clinicians and to patients.

All study moderators used an identical focus group guide at
each site. The semi-structured interview guide for focus
groups is provided in Data S1.

Data collection

The 2 focus groups conducted at the University of Utah and
the 1 at Intermountain Medical Center were conducted by the
qualitative methodologist (SZ). That moderator trained expe-
rienced qualitative researchers to serve as moderators at the
other 3 sites to ensure the consistency of data collection.
Note takers were present at all focus group discussions and
the conversations were recorded for transcription. On aver-
age, the focus groups took 1 hour each.

PRO Tools Discussed
KCCQ-12

The KCCQ-12 is a disease-specific tool used to quantify the
health status (symptoms, function, and quality of life) of
patients with congestive heart failure. It is valid, reliable,
sensitive to clinical change, and prognostic of both clinical
events and costs.5 KCCQ-12 domains include physical
limitation, symptom frequency, quality of life, and social
limitations and has been translated to 96 languages. The
KCCQ score range from 0 to 100, with high score represent-
ing better HF-related QoL.

Patient-Reported Outcome Information System
PROMIS is a publicly available system of person-centered
measures that evaluates and monitors physical, mental, and
social health. Measures were developed for children and
adults and have been translated into >40 languages. The
PROMIS bank has 70 domains, of which physical function,
fatigue, depression, and satisfaction with social roles were
selected by the University of Utah as relevant to HF and
discussed in the focus groups. PROMIS uses computerized
adaptive testing, which increases the precision of assess-
ment, while decreasing respondent burden. The PROMIS
score ranges from 0 to 100 with higher scores indicating a
higher level of the symptom measured, eg, more fatigue and
more physical function.

Visual Analog Scale
The state of health visual analog scale, (a component of the
EuroQoL 5 Dimensions [EQ- 5D]), is a generic QoL instrument
that records the respondent’s self-rated perception of health
status.19,20 The visual analog scale score ranges from 0 to
100 with the score 0 labeled “Worst imaginable health state”
and the score 100 labeled “Best imaginable health state.” The
patient is instructed to simply ‘mark an X on the scale to
indicate how their health is on the day of the assessment. This
information can be used as a quantitative measure of health
outcome as judged by the individual respondent.

Data Analysis
All audio files were transcribed verbatim for analysis. We used
the “Editing” approach to coding that was developed specif-
ically for open-ended data collection in the context of medical
research.21 The Editing approach had 5 phases, including
describing the data, organizing them, connecting them
through a coding process, corroborating the coding process,
and finally representing the codes in a final analysis. All
qualitative coding was captured and managed using the
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qualitative software program Atlas.ti (Scientific Software,
Berlin Germany). One senior qualitative analyst (SS) coded all
focus groups in consultation with the qualitative methodolo-
gist (SZ). The frameworks, and implementation science were
unrelated to the coding process. Instead, coding was guided
by qualitative science in general and the editing approach
more specifically. After the codebook was iteratively devel-
oped, it was refined by expert consensus from the larger
team. The research team also identified preliminary themes
while reviewing the transcripts and used an iterative consen-
sus process to continue to refine themes as data analysis
continued. The senior coder and the qualitative expert
discussed codes as needed and worked with the larger team
to pinpoint emerging topics deemed important in the
literature. Thematic saturation was achieved within the first
6 sessions and an additional 2 sessions identified no new
themes, confirming the attainment of thematic saturation.

Results
Provider attitude towards using the HF-specific KCCQ survey
and the generic PROMIS and the visual analog scale surveys
were evaluated. A total of 60 multi-disciplinary providers took
part in 8 focus groups across 5 institutions.

Through the focus groups, 3 main concepts, supporting
and impeding the use of PROs, emerged; (1) data collection;
(2) presentation and interpretation; and (3) utility and value.
For each of these areas, there were perspectives that
highlighted the barriers, and the facilitators/potential benefits
to using PROs instruments in routine clinical care. Salient
quotations are provided in Table S1. The barriers and
facilitators of each of these concepts are described below
and summarized in Table 2. Based on identified barriers and
utilizing suggested facilitators we provide recommendations
about how to best address these issues (Table 2).

PRO Data Collection
Two main barriers influencing data collection were identified.
These include burden and language/health literacy barriers. In
general, the following were seen as facilitators: electronic PRO
data capture, PRO completion before the clinic visit, immediate
scoring and availability for the provider, optimal PRO frequency
and length, the use of available PRO translations, and using
proxies when the patient was unable to complete the PRO.

Barriers
Burden

Forty-one providers raised the issue of burden on the patient
and clinic. This was expressed by one participant as: “We
already ask a lot of our patients, many of them have driven for

long distances, had to pay for parking. The idea of additional
time, energy, burden on patients is an important piece of that.”

Another identified issue associated with patient burden is
survey fatigue.

Providers raised concerns that patients might get annoyed
when they are asked the same questions at many of their
appointments. Moreover, the providers expressed that
patients might be concerned if the PROs were not addressed
in the clinic visit, implying a concern that patients might feel
that they had wasted their time completing the PROs if the
clinicians did not actually use them during the clinic visit. The
issue of survey fatigue and its consequences on collected
data was noted by one focus group participant: “I feel like you
can also give a patient fatigue asking them this many
questions every single time they come to clinic.”

Language and health literacy/cognitive barriers

Providers expressed concerns about language barriers and
health literacy. One physician noted: “For some patients who
struggle with literacy or have language barriers, it’s a very
daunting thing to do.” It was also expressed that patients may
lack the physical or mental capacity to complete PROs. If a
proxy was filling out the questionnaire, they may not answer
the questions in the same way the patient would.

This was noted by one provider: “There is very often
disconnect between the patient’s view and the spouse’s view
of how they are doing.”

Facilitators
PROs in routine clinical care

Most providers (n=42; 70%) thought that PROs collection
should become part of the routine clinical care as a health
status measure. To limit the ever-increasing number of
information inputs into clinical workflow, some suggested
replacing unstructured questioning on functional status during
medical history taking with PROs. One provider noted: “Funda-
mentally, it seems that PRO would need to replace something
the clinicians are currently doing, eg, asking questions about
functional status, rather than add an additional task. Otherwise
it is hard to see how this gets much attraction.”

Optimal workflow

To decrease the burden on patients and providers, providers
thought that careful attention should be given to optimizing
workflow and finding themost convenient time to have patients
complete their PRO assessments. Several suggested that
assessing PROs before the encounter with a provider, ideally
through online data submission, would maximize efficiency.
Additionally, real-time scoring of PROs using a computer
program would be important decrease providers’ time burden.
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As mentioned by several providers, selecting optimal
survey frequency can positively rectify survey fatigue. One
physician noted: “PRO needs to balance getting more
objective information from the patient on each visit or every
other visit or every third visit, but not having the point where
the data are inaccurate because the patient is getting
frustrated.” Suggested frequency of PRO evaluation ranged
from every visit to once every 3 to 6 months. Others
considered it important to evaluate PROs when there is a
clinical status change, or after changing treatment, to assess
the effect of the intervention. This would determine
discrepancies between patient clinical status as assessed
by the provider and patient-reported health-related quality of
life.

Proxy may be filling out survey

To overcome the language and health literacy barriers
providers advocated for the ability to complete assessments
in the patient’s native language and with the help of a patient

proxy or a nurse, if the patient is not capable to fill the PROs
by himself (eg, illiterate patient had forgotten glasses).

Data Presentation and Interpretation
A critical concept raised by providers was how best to present
the data to support its interpretation and sharing with the
patient and other providers. Ambiguous meanings of scales
and uncertainty in PRO score presentation were the main
barriers influencing this concept. Providers desired presenta-
tions that would be easy to understand and readily inter-
pretable. Furthermore, most providers considered trends
more important than individual scores.

Barriers
Ambiguous meaning of scales

Twenty-two providers reported confusion caused by ambiguity
of scales in PRO evaluation. KCCQ12 and visual analog scale

Table 2. Recommendation for PROs Implementation in HF Clinics Based on Identified Barriers

Barrier Recommendation

Data collection

Burden Secure administrative and financial support

Achieve full engagement of the providers and patients

Optimize workflow:

Replace unstructured questioning on functional status with PROs

Assess PROs before the clinic visit, ideally through online data submission

Use real-time scoring of PROs with electronic health record integration with presentation in an
interpretable format

PROs frequency: HF-specific PROs with every encounter, comprehensive PRO panel
at 3- to 6-mo interval

Language and health literacy/cognitive barriers Use available PRO instrument translations

Patient proxy or a nurse may be assisting in completing the PROs

Results presentation

Present PROs trends with time on the x-axis and the PRO score on the y-axis, ideally with clear labels
along the y-axis facilitating interpretation of the scores (eg, by New York Heart Association class;
symptoms frequency—daily, weekly, monthly, no; health status—very poor, poor, fair, good, excellent)

Ambiguous meaning of scales Educate providers on PRO interpretation

Summary score vs domain score Provide summary score with the option to review domain scores

PRO utility and clinical value

Clinical judgment supersedes PRO Educate providers on PRO nature, utility, and additional value over standard history taking

Actionable PRO data Educate providers on PRO thresholds for action

Research demonstrating improved care and outcomes with the use of PROs is needed

PROs selection Both HF-specific and generic PROs should be implemented in HF clinics, balanced with careful attention
to patient response burden and interpretability

Prevent repeating the same or similar questions when combining multiple PROs

Intended audience for PROs Approach all providers that participate in care of HF patients
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scores were more intuitive, ranging from 0 to 100 with higher
scores indicating better functioning. The PROMIS scales were
less intuitive to providers, using a population mean of 50, and
normalizing each standard deviation to a score of 10, with
higher scores indicating a higher level of the symptom
measured. As such, a higher score can be better for one item,
but worse for another item. This confusion about different
scales and their interpretation was described by one provider
as: “They’re not equal in what you’re assessing. So, you would
want a higher score for satisfaction, but you don’t want a
higher score for depression.”

Summary score versus domain score

Forty-six providers expressed uncertainty about which PRO
scores should be presented. While most providers preferred
summary scores to limit information overload, others con-
sidered domain-specific presentations useful in selected
cases to tease out the major contributors to patients’ overall
health status. One provider suggested: “It might be valuable
to look in a patient that maybe has a more complicated
symptom burden of every single question in graphical format
to tease out where their symptom burden is lying.” Further-
more, some thought that domain-specific presentation may
identify comorbidities that require a different therapeutic
strategy.

Facilitators
Visual PRO depiction

The focus groups provided insights related to presentation of
PRO data. Most providers considered trends more important
than the absolute scores and want to be able to see PRO
trends over time. One physician noted: “I would say that the
numbers in isolation are not very helpful, so any graphical
display has to have, be relative to, how they did in the past.”
Two graphical versions of PRO presentation were discussed—
Figures S1 and S2. Providers preferred result presentation in
a format familiar to them, such as a graph with a time on the
x-axis and the PRO score with its interpretation on the y-axis
(shown in Figure S2).

Integration with electronic health record

Providers considered PRO integration within the electronic
health record to be an important step to improve data
presentation and sharing. One participant noted: “It would be
nice to have PRO automatically recorded in a letter, and also
what their score was in the past, so the next person, it may
not be you, had a discrete value being recorded in the note.”

Sharing PRO data with patients

Some participants highlighted graphical presentation of PROs
as an important tool with which to share the information with

patients. This was expressed by one participant: “The
picture’s worth a thousand words. Sometimes I don’t know
how much a patient gets from the office visit. If they see this, I
think it is worth a lot to them. It is graphically saying how they
are doing.” The issue of data sharing and reviewing with the
patient was also mentioned by another participant as: “For a
lot of our patients it’s going to be a challenge to understand
this if they just get something in the mail or in their portal. If
we have somebody to explain it to them and that would get
them more engaged and help them to understand what it is
and why we’re tracking it.”

Educate providers on PRO

To prevent ambiguity in PRO interpretation, providers consid-
ered it important that each of them be educated on how to
interpret findings in the same way. The importance of
education was raised by one provider as follows: “The score
goes from 50 to 60. What does that mean and how does it
impact how I change my therapy? There has to be a lot of
education of just how sensitive the scale is and what it means.
And what influences it because it’s a conglomerate of different
aspects of quality of life, so what changes the score?”

PRO Utility and Clinical Value
Generally, providers requested that new information consid-
ered for incorporation into the clinical workflow be accurate,
actionable, useful, and impactful. The concepts of the
perceived utility and value to clinicians over and above their
current approaches emerged. In general, the lack of familiarity
with the PROs raised concerns by clinicians about their value
to care. However, most providers expressed positive attitudes
toward using PROs in clinical practice and named several
benefits of this approach. Specific concepts and quotes
related to this theme are provided below.

Barriers
Clinical judgment supersedes PRO

Several providers expressed negative attitudes toward using
PROs. They were concerned about the incremental value of
using PROs over and above what they currently do in routine
clinical practice. A physician stated: “I’d have to wait to see
how much that would really improve what I normally do.” They
argued that if a provider knows a patient well, they may not
need to use PRO data. Another provider noted: “I can ask a
few questions in about 1 minute or 2 and have a good sense
of how the patient is doing.” Others questioned whether there
is any additional value of PROs to clinical judgment and
whether PROs have prognostic value. Some considered PROs
more of a research tool, rather than a test useful for patient
care.
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Actionable PRO data

Another issue was how to make PROs actionable and
impactful. Providers questioned the thresholds for action
and specific appropriate action to be considered at different
thresholds. Conversely, several acknowledged that in some
cases, they may not be able to take any action that would help
improve patient’s quality of life based on PRO results not
directly related to HF. For example, one provider noted: “We
do all the best things we can do for heart failure, but we can’t
fix their social circumstances. I bet it would be a high
probability finding they have a spouse at home who is sick,
and they also have to take care of them and their kid doesn’t
have a job. . .”

HF-specific and generic PROs

Another issue was the uncertainty whether both HF specific
and generic instruments should be incorporated into HF clinic
patient care and workflow. This ambiguity was expressed by
one provider: “If they are getting to the same point and you
are assessing the same thing, why use 2 tools?” In regard to
clinical utility in HF clinics, most providers considered HF-
specific PROs more useful than general quality of life tools.
One provider noted: “I prefer disease specific PROs, because
we are cardiologists, and that’s what we are here to impact.”
On the other hand, some expressed concerns that HF-specific
PROs may not include all aspects of QoL that are important to
the patient.

Intended audience for PROs

Providers also questioned who the intended audience was for
PROs. Some thought that PROs should be preferentially used
by primary care physicians, while they did not see any
additional value for an HF specialist. This was expressed by
one provider: “If the physician does a good job of asking these
questions, they’ll get to these answers on their own and that’s
what most HF specialists will do. It seems to me that these
questionnaires would be most useful in the primary care
setting, where they don’t remember to ask these questions.”

Facilitators
Disconnect between provider and patient perspective

Most providers had a positive attitude toward using PROs and
suggested that PROs may be added as one of the vital signs
physicians should be paying attention to, such as blood
pressure. They highlighted several benefits of PRO use. One of
the most often mentioned benefits was the ability of PROs to
address disconnect between the provider and the patient. For
example, one provider noted: “PRO is most useful when there
is a big disconnect with my perception of how the patient is
doing and the patient’s perception.” Similarly, the utility of

PROs was highlighted for situations where there is a
discrepancy between the clinical assessment of disease
severity and the unstructured patient report obtained by the
provider.

Patient engagement

There was a perception that PROs can make patients feel that
they are better communicating their health status to their
providers. Moreover, some felt that by using the PROs, it
might be possible to better engage the patient in the decision-
making and therapeutic process. The use of PROs may also
help patients to see their health more objectively and
subsequently encourage them to consider changing therapies
to improve their health status. One provider noted: “Some
patients we ask to come every 2 weeks to the office. And if
we can use PROs to show them why we are asking them, then
they may feel justified in coming every so often and paying
their copays.” From a therapeutic viewpoint, PROs can help
providers see features of QoL that have benefited from
previous changes in therapy and help refine additional
changes in treatment to further optimize patients’ health
status.

Another aspect important to the participants was the belief
that PRO assessment can capture the impact of comorbidities
and delineate common symptoms from different morbidities,
eg, fatigue caused by HF versus fatigue caused by depression.
This can lead to treatment decisions that focus on symptoms
resulting from comorbidities.

Standardized assessment

During the focus group discussion, the concept of standard-
ized assessment emerged. Providers highlighted the differ-
ence between a highly variable and subjective method of
unstructured questioning that is currently used during history
taking to obtain patient’s health status with PRO assessments
that uses a validated set of questions with standardized
scoring on each and every assessment. Thus, PRO use can
decrease confusion across the healthcare system surrounding
patients’ symptoms and function. Furthermore, it can also
help maintain continuity of care when patients have inter-
changing providers or in communication among different
practitioners, particularly when different providers may assess
and report patients’ symptoms and QoL differently.

Discussion
As we strive to make healthcare delivery more patient-
centered, and as organizations like the International Consor-
tium for Health Outcomes Measurement advocate for the
routine use of PROs,22 we conducted a multicenter, qualita-
tive study to elicit providers’ perspectives on the barriers and
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facilitators of routine PRO use in clinical care of HF. Our study
found that 70% of providers think that PROs should become
routine in HF clinics and identified important provider
perspectives on implementation of PROs into clinical practice.
The main themes identified by the provider focus groups were
PRO data collection; PRO result presentation and interpreta-
tion; and the utility and value of PROs. For each domain, some
providers identified barriers, while others found facilitators to
help support routine PRO use. We believe these insights can
be helpful for HF programs seeking to implement PROs in
routine care. By acknowledging identified barriers and
proactively developing strategies to overcome them, HF
programs can plan initial steps with sensitivity to providers’
perspectives.

The logistics of PRO data collection were of great interest
to the clinicians.

Routine PRO data collection can only be successful if a
workflow is established such that the additional burden on
patients and providers is limited. To achieve that, it is
necessary to secure the administrative and financial support
to implement the technology needed for PRO assessment and
real-time scoring. Our group previously reported our experi-
ence with time-efficient electronic PRO capture in an HF
clinic. The PROs are immediately scored and integrated in the
patient’s electronic health record, with an average PRO
assessment time of 7 minutes for the collection of the KCCQ-
12 and PROMIS- physical function, fatigue, depression, and
satisfaction with social roles and activities domains.15 Even
more importantly, achieving full engagement of the providers
and patients in this process is paramount to realize the
potential value of PROs in routine clinical care.

Specific barriers (eg, language barrier or poor health
literacy) will have to be addressed, depending on the
individual practice. As several PROs now have validated
translations (PROMIS >40, KCCQ 96 languages), implemen-
tation of a multi-language option for the PRO electronic data
collection may overcome the language barrier and improve
communication with the patient. Availability of multiple
translations should be an important aspect in PRO selection.

In some instances, the patient may not be capable of filling
out the questionnaire alone. Most PRO instruments were
designed to support interview administration; therefore,
having a medical technician or a healthcare proxy read and
help the patient to complete the survey might overcome this
challenge. However, programs should avoid relying on data
from proxies who complete the PROs, as this may decrease
the PROs validity.

Which specific PROs should be used in HF clinics and at
what frequency is important consideration? While there are
well-described advantages of disease-specific versus generic
PROs with regards to sensitivity to clinical change, these
become particularly important in specialty clinics where the

treatments are often focused on a specific disease. In the
setting of heart failure, explicitly understanding the severity of
patients’ heart failure symptoms and how they impact their
function and quality of life is critical so that more aggressive
HF treatments can be offered to those who are not doing well
and their response to therapy can be explicitly quantified.
Nevertheless, HF patients often have additional comorbidities
(eg, depression, arthritis) and generic PROs can also capture
the burden to these comorbidities. This may also help set
expectations for patients on which domains of their health-
related QoL are they likely to improve with a change in
treatment. Furthermore, generic PROs allow comparison with
the general US population and other populations within a
health system. When combining several PROs, attention
should be paid to prevent repeating the same or similar
questions, to prevent survey fatigue.

The optimal frequency of PRO assessment in the clinic
needs further study. One practical approach may be to use a
succinct disease-specific tool with every encounter and
complete a more comprehensive PRO panel at a longer
interval (eg, a minimal interval of 3 or 6 months), as is
currently being done at the University of Utah. Such tailored
use of PROs would not only increase providers’ familiarity with
PROs but is also needed if they are to be used as a ‘vital sign’
for systematically quantifying patients’ symptoms, function,
and quality of life.

Result presentation is another important aspect that can
enhance interpretability of PRO scores for both providers and
patients. The focus group findings suggested that providers
are more comfortable with results being presented as a graph
with a time on the x-axis and the PRO score on the y-axis.
Providing a clinically intuitive interpretation of scores on the y-
axis, such as in Figure S2C or S2D, can support providers in
better interpreting scores, thus overcoming a potential barrier
to the use of these tools. Several previous studies addressed
the presentation of PROs in clinical practice.23 Similar to our
observation, cancer patients and oncology clinicians rated
simple line graphs highest for ease-of-understanding and
usefulness for presenting individual patient data, as compared
with tabulated scores, heat maps of normal scores, or bubble
plots.24 In the line graphs, both groups preferred thresholds to
be depicted on the graphs to indicate normal versus
concerning scores.25,26 To decrease ambiguity of scales,
cancer patients and clinicians suggested higher = better or to
add descriptive labels to the y-axis (eg, none, mild, moderate,
severe) to address directional inconsistency of scales.26

In the past, PROs in the field of HF have been predom-
inantly used in clinical investigations of new therapies. As
such, the exposure of clinicians to PRO results has mostly
been in the format of a composite score for patient cohorts,
rather than individual scores for unique patients. Several of
the concerns by providers about the utility of the tools reflects
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a limited understanding of PROs. To better address such
concerns, detailed education about the nature, utility, and
additional value over standard history taking, and the
interpretability of PROs, seems essential to overcoming these
concerns. This should directly address the issues, raised by
the focus groups, about utility and value of PROs. The validity
of PROs (such as the KCCQ-12), including their reliability,
reproducibility, and prognostic importance, are well estab-
lished.6–8 The utility of using PROs specifically in patients with
chronic HF has also undergone careful examination.27 This
suggests that dissemination of information on PRO utility and
further structured education of providers is needed to
promote their understanding of PROs and to enhance
providers’ interest in adopting them in their clinics. Additional
research that would provide clinicians with structured guid-
ance on how to respond to specific score thresholds and how
to confirm that a specific action has resulted in the desired
QoL outcome is also needed.

Others have explored PRO implementation in the clinical
settings of other medical conditions. Similar to our findings,
burden has been previously identified as a barrier. Specifically,
the complexity of establishing routine PRO data collection,11

the logistics of PRO collection and processing,10 and identi-
fication of additional resources, including staff that can
address issues newly detected by PROs.12,14 Our work builds
upon these studies by presenting recommendations specific
to the practical use of PROs in HF clinics, exploring the
preferred graphical presentations of the results and dis-
cussing use of summary versus individual domain scores for
the KCCQ-12 instrument.

Our study has several limitations. An important limitation is
the absence of patients’ perspective on PRO implementation,
which may differ from the providers’ perspective. We are
currently conducting a qualitative study with patients to
explore their perspectives related to PRO use. We anticipate
the results of this investigation will complement the findings
described in this paper. Another limitation includes the self-
selection of providers participating in the focus groups for
which no financial incentive was offered. It is not possible to
know whether those with particularly positive or negative
attitudes about the use of PROs chose to participate.
However, our final sample of providers was large and diverse
and from multiple institutions, which likely minimizes this
bias. Despite having attained saturation in our study, we
cannot exclude the possibility that other potential barriers and
facilitators exist. Furthermore, most providers participating in
the focus groups had some previous experience with PRO use,
either from clinical studies or routine clinical work. While we
believe the profile of the focus group participants was diverse,
perceived barriers and facilitators may differ in subjects with
no previous knowledge or exposure to PROs. We included
institutions at various stages of PRO implementation, which

provided broader perspectives of the participants, however,
we did not formally test differences in focus group results by
PRO implementation stage at the respective institutions.

In summary, this study provides important insights into
providers’ perceptions of PRO use in routine clinical care. As
the assessment of PROs is being considered as a perfor-
mance measure by multiple healthcare payers, it is important
to consider how these tools might be integrated into clinical
workflow so that the provision of such performance measures
is a byproduct of care, rather than an additional unfunded
mandate. Our findings have identified some barriers to routine
PRO use in clinical practice; proactively addressing these
future implementations may be more successful. In particular,
emphasizing provider education, smooth data collection and
scoring, interpretable presentations, and the selection of
relevant and actionable PROs available in multiple languages
are important. Future implementation studies will be needed
to address practical applicability of our recommendations.
Ultimately, explicit testing of the impact of routine PRO use on
the care and outcomes of patients with HF can provide an
important motivation for their adoption in clinical care.
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Semi Structured Interview Guide for Focus Groups with Clinicians. 

 

1. PERCEPTIONS 

As you may know, Medicare is developing performance measures with which to assess the quality of care 
that will require providers to collect patient-reported quality of life questionnaires, sometimes called 
patient reported outcomes or PROs, on all of their patients each year. 

We would like to start inquiring about your perceptions for collecting PROs 

What are your opinions about the utility of assessing PROs in routine clinical care? 

− What are the barriers to assess quality of life in clinical practice? 

− How frequently should the surveys be applied? 

How would you envision using the results in clinical practice? 

− As a means of sharing with patients/caregivers how the patients are doing/progressing? 

− As a means of refining prognosis? 

− As a means for escalating/de-escalating treatment? 

 

2. KANSAS CITY CARDIOMYOPATHY QUESTIONNAIRE (KCCQ-12) 

The final selection of measures/tools for the purpose of performance metrics has not yet been made. One 
of the proposed methods is KCCQ because of its brevity, and because it is a disease specific questionnaire 
for patients with heart failure. 

We are hoping to convert the results of the KCCQ into something that is clinically useful so that you will 
WANT to collect and use it on each and every patient. This will transform the reporting of the KCCQ 
required by Medicare to something that will be useful in care and for which providing the data to CMS is 
merely a byproduct of what you are already doing. 

In order to do that, we want the scores, which range from 0-100, to be clinically interpretable and useful. 

We would like to review the KCCQ with you and share a few potential outputs for you to consider. 

As you can see, the KCCQ is a 12-item questionnaire that takes 2-5 minutes to complete. It is divided into 
sections that ask about different aspects of how heart failure affects patients’ health: 

- Question 1 has 3 items that ask about physical limitations due to heart failure (Note: 
Point to Question 1) 

- Questions 2-5 ask about the frequency of symptoms 
(Note: Point to Questions 2-5) 

- Questions 6 and 7 ask about patients’ perceptions of how heart failure impacts their 
quality of life (Note: Point to Questions 6 and 7) 

- Question 8 asks about social limitations patients experience due to heart failure (Note: 
Point to Question 8) 

- In addition, there is a summary score that summarizes all of these domains. 



 

We are now going to ask you some questions about what information from the KCCQ would be most 

valuable to you from a clinical perspective. 

- What would be most valuable to you from these scores, the overall summary score or the 

scores for each domain (limitations in physical activity, frequency of symptoms, quality of life, 

social limitations)? 

- How can we make the graphical outputs more meaningful to your practice? 

- What is the number of scores that should be displayed (e.g. just today, today and last 

visit, today and last 3 visits, all the scores that the patient has ever done)? 

- How important are axis labels to you? Is it sufficient to have the scores, or would it be 

important to add information to the labeling of the axis (e.g. how KCCQ score relates to 

frequency of symptoms, NYHA class, prognosis)? 

- Do you prefer the bar charts, or is the line graph more intuitive? 

 

 
3. PATIENT-REPORTED OUTCOMES MEASUREMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM (PROMIS) 

Another proposed PRO tool to be used is PROMIS, a set of person-centered measures that evaluates and 

monitors physical, mental, and social health. It was developed and validated by NIH to be used with the 

general population and with individuals living with chronic conditions. PROMIS uses computer adaptive 

testing, which allows for accurate assessment with only a few questions selected from a large pool of 

questions. 

The four domains proposed for assessment by PROMIS in our heart failure clinic are physical function, 

fatigue, depression and satisfaction with social roles and activities. 

How do you think the results for the four discrete domains help you understand the patient’s quality of 

life. 

We would like to share a few potential outputs for you to consider. Please let us know what would be 

most useful and valuable to you in your clinic. 

• Handouts will be used to present different outputs 

- How can we make the graphical outputs more meaningful to your practice? 

- PROMIS shows information that is distinctive from KCCQ12, but there is also overlap in the QoL 

aspects it measures Do you think there are graphical outputs that would be best suited for 

PROMIS result display? Or, do you feel the graphical output should be fairly uniform regardless 

of what tool is being used? 

 

 
There will be a fair amount of scores that can be presented to you based on the PROs collected in the HF 

clinic. Is it helpful to have the information on both the KCCQ and PROMIS results, or would you prefer to 

be presented with just a subset of this information? 



 

Table S1. Representative comments from qualitative interviews. 

 
Theme  Representative Provider comments 

PRO data collection Barriers Burden 

  
...the idea of additional time, energy, burden on patients… 

  
“If it's adding on to your clinic visit, when they start asking a lot of 

questions, then it's potentially going to add time to a visit, which is 

already crunched.” 

  
"I feel like you can also give a patient fatigue asking them this many 

 

questions every single time they come to clinic" 

  
"People might just answer just to get done with the survey" 

  
“We’re doing so many of these different things over time that it could 

actually lead patients, like saying I really don’t even want to go see that 

Doctor, I can’t imagine having to fill out this form again” 

  
Language and health literacy/cognitive barriers 

  
"...patients come from different backgrounds, in terms of ability to read, 

 
different language" 

  
"I think that how you get these answers would be a resource challenge 

 
because there are a lot of literacy issues." 



 

 
 "Sometimes I think it’s easier to just ask them when you access them 

because if they don’t understand the questions you know right away and 

you phrase it in a different way" 

 
“there is very often disconnect between the patient’s view and the 

 

spouse’s view of how they are doing” 

 
"...but certainly, health literacy is an issue there. And there are patients 

that I work with for sure that you’d need a person to do this in person 

with cause they’re not going to be able to do that on their own." 

Facilitators PROs in routine clinical care 

 
"let’s collect it before the patient comes into the room, make it a vital 

 

sign" 

 
Optimal workflow 

 
"I would envision every couple months it would be reasonable to have 

 

that potential assessment" 

 
"…or if you make a major change in therapy" 

 
"heart failure patients on average are seen sort of somewhere between 

three and four times a year, on average, which so that’s probably about 

the right frequency" 



 

 
  "they could get a pre-clinic survey and fill it out so they are not stressed 

 

when they come to clinic" 

  
Proxy may be filling out survey 

  
"somebody would have to sit down with the patient and read questions 

 

and fill it out" 

  
"I think these are available in Spanish pretty readily but there’s a lot of 

 

other languages" 

Data presentation and interpretation Barriers Ambiguous meaning of scales 

  
"They’re not equal in what you’re assessing. So you would want a higher 

 

score for satisfaction but you don’t want a higher score for depression." 

  
"you would want a higher score for satisfaction but you don’t want a 

 

higher score for depression" 

  
“You're rarely going to find someone three standard deviations above 

and below, even two. If you narrow it from 30 to 70, it's easier to 

interpret. Now, it just looks like I'm average.” 

  
Summary score vs. domain score 

  
"but when I look at the vital signs I probably only want to see the overall 

 
summary score" 



 

 
 "It might be valuable to look in a patient that has a more complicated 

symptom burden of every single question in graphical format to tease out 

where their symptom burden is lying" 

 
"the summary score obviously is a lot easier to look at than trying to look 

 

at each individual domain" 

 
"it’s probably important that they include a global metric of quality of life, 

 

not just heart failure" 

 
“It’s a great example of how you have two tools and they go the exact 

 

opposite direction, and it’s a mess.” 

Facilitators Visual PRO depiction 

 
"I would say that the numbers in isolation are not very helpful so I think 

 

any graphical display has to have, be relative to how they did in the past" 

 
"You need something that you just look at quickly" 

 
"trends are probably more important than actual numbers" 

 
Integration with electronic health record 

 
"It would be nice to have PRO automatically recorded in a letter, and 

also what their score was in the past, so the next person, it may not be 

you, had a discreet value being recorded in the note" 



 

 
  Sharing PRO data with patients 

  
"For a lot of our patients it’s going to be a challenge to understand this if 

they just get something in the mail or in their portal. If we have 

somebody to explain it to them and that would get them more engaged 

and help them to understand what it is and why we’re tracking it" 

  
"The picture’s worth a thousand words. Sometimes I don’t know how 

much a patient gets from the office visit. If they see this, I think it is worth 

a lot to them. It is graphically saying how they are doing" 

  
Educate providers on PRO 

  
"I would have to become a lot more familiar with a couple of the 

 

instruments before I could ever incorporate that in to my practice" 

  
“The score goes from fifty to sixty. What does that mean and how does it 

impact how I change my therapy? There’s has to be a lot of education of 

just how sensitive the scale is and what it means. And what influences it 

because it’s a conglomerate of different aspects of quality of life, so what 

changes the score” 

PRO utility and value Barriers Clinical judgement supersedes PRO 

  
"without the score you most of the time actually know what’s going on 



 

 
here" 

"I’d have to wait to see how much that would really improve what I 
 

normally do" 

"it will be interesting to learn how useful it is" 

"it could be added workload for both provider and patient without any 
 

clear incremental value for that individual case" 

"If it is utility, then I think pursue it, but if all we want to know is the PRO, 
 

those don’t matter, but if you think that’s helpful information keep it up." 

Actionable PRO data 

"I know what to do with the serum sodium goes from 136 to 134, but if it 

were to change in a quality of life instrument, I would be at a loss to 

know whether it should be acted upon or it’s irrelevant." 

“you're adding those tests and you need to figure out what you do with 
 

them” 

"It’s sort of hard to know what to do with the data " 

HF specific and generic PROs 

“Would you want both of these surveys, would you want one of them, if 
 

one, which one would you want?” 



 

 
 “If they are getting to the same point and you are assessing the same 

 

thing, why use two tools?” 

 
Intended audience for PROs 

 
"It seems to me that these questionnaires would be most useful in the 

 

primary care setting, where they don’t remember to ask these questions" 

 
Evidence of QoL improvement 

 
"I’m not totally sure that as a patient that I would see it as value added" 

Facilitators Disconnect between provider and patient perspective 

 
"I would see that this is most useful is to correct when there is a big 

disconnect with my perception of how the patient is doing and the 

patient’s perception" 

 
“There often is disconnect between the patient’s perception and sort of 

 

more objective things and this balances perception.” 

 
“it bridges the disconnect that may be present between your perception 

 

as the provider of how the patient is doing and what the patient feels” 

 
"So, I like the idea that it would be something instead of relying on my 

 

memory of, how they were doing the last time" 

 
“you could have people whose physical activity scores are stable but 



 

 
their quality of life score is going down and you might think that they 

 

actually had depression more than worsening heart failure” 

Patients engagement 

“a PRO tool can be one-way patients can connect with their provider to 
 

build a relationship on trust” 

Standardized assessment 

"there are potential advantages of using a more standardized PRO 
 

measure in contrast to kind of our more ad hoc asking questions" 



 

Figure S1. Different graphical presentations of KCCQ scores discussed in focus groups. 

A. Presentation 1. 
 
 
 
 

 

 
B. Presentation 2. 

 
 
 
 
 

 



 

C. Presentation 3. 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

D. Presentation 4. 
 
 

 

 

 
 



 

Figure S2. Presentation of PROMIS scores. 

 

 

A. PROMIS - depression 
 

 
 
 
 
 

B. PROMIS – fatigue 
 



 

C. PROMIS – physical function 
 

 

D. PROMIS- satisfaction 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 


